


Games People Play

In high school, I’d watch boys play video games for hours in the hopes that they’d eventually
want to kiss me. I thought I was accumulating points with my presence, my patience, my acts of
service. I would grab them a Bawls from the fridge. I’d talk to their moms in their beige kitchens.
I’d ask follow-up questions like, “So, how did you choose your WoW character?” I’d stare at the
back of their heads and think any minute now...just one more game. I had no concept of my
hotness.

Now, I go in the other room when Kevin plays Call Of Duty. I don’t ask any questions. I don’t get
him anything from the fridge. He doesn’t know it (and doesn’t care), but I’m protesting. He
protests by washing all of his dishes but leaves my one, unwashed cup in the sink.
Relationships are an accumulation of power.

I don’t care to explain it further but the term “guilty pleasures” is sexist. My girls’ chat has not yet
passed the Bechdel test. It’s always, “Don’t you guys just hate your boyfriends?” We all say,
“Yes of course!” even if we don’t. I’d rather be the prince of a fertile land than the king of a
desert.

I tell Kevin he should start a “Boyfriend's of female photographer’s support group”. How many
relationships have been ruined in the pursuit of the female gaze? There’s a trend on TikTok,
always filmed from the girls’ perspective, about what happens after a guy cums on the girls’
stomach. If the guy cleans it up himself, he’s a gentleman, but if he throws the towel at them,
he’s a loser. This is the first time it occurs to me that there will be a new generation of feminism
after mine.

A few months ago, I pulled my car over to listen to Robert Adams on a Yale Zoom call. The only
note I took was: May God deny you peace but give you glory. I pretend to answer all of Gregory
Crewdson’s questions as though he’s interviewing me.

I like the way dogs bite you a little bit when you give them a treat. It reminds me that we’re
bonded by our mutual understanding not to kill one another. Everything in the future will be as it
is now, just a little different.








